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University
instructor
tunes up

Aspiring
professional
artists flock to
Black Swamp
Arts Festival

Faculty members band
rocks local venues
By Dana* King
Reporter
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TOP: David Kelch and David Miller discuss the differences between Nilon and Canon cameras at
the photography display
CENTER: Ukrainian artist lana Starchykova paints a picture for a friend.

Instructor Adam Renchen lives
a double life. He teaches at the
University during the week and
plays with his band I lemline Theory
during his downtime.
Renchen teaches GSW in Chapman
Learning Community as is the drummer in the band.
Hemline Theory crafted their name
from a phony fashion economics theory. They list their biggest influences
as Tom Waits, Leonard Cohen, the
Dresden Dolls, and PI Harvey.
Rock with a blues and cabaret influence is how Hemline Theory defines
their music, but that may not fully
describe their sound.
Vocalist and principal songwriter
Sarah Tebbe said the inspiration for
her song-writing is to latch onto either
a person, scene or mood and build a
song around them.
"They're fun to watch. They just have
a kind of vibe that makes you want to
go see them again and again," said
Kit Ford, who has been going to their
shows since the band first started.
This seems to be a good method,
at least according Ford, who said
the songs have excellent lyrics and
good beats.
While the lyrical credit is attributed to Tebbe, the rest of the band is
responsible for the music.
Bass player Jefferson Camancho,
guitarist and pianist Eric Pilcher and
drummer Renchen make up the rest
of the band. They played their first
performance after a year-long break
on Friday night at Mickey Finn's
in Toledo and Sunday night they
See BAND | Page 2

BOTTOM: Angela and Kelly Graves shop for |eweliy dunng the festival.

UAO crafts high-profile attractions for University
Homecoming concert, glow-in-the-dark games, movies offered to entertain students
By Max Fllby
Reporter

TOUCH UP: University students and faculty repaint the Black Swamp Mural downtown

FROM THE FRONT

With high costs and a lot on the schedule for the school year, University
Activities Organization has been cutting back in order to ring in 100 years
with a bang.
"We really tryto watch every cent we
spend," said UAO president Natalie
Jovich. "We've been trying to use supplies that we might already have in
the office."
UAO will be celebrating the centennial homecoming by hosting a
Kid Cudi concert in Anderson Arena
on Oct. 3. Contrary to rumors, B.o.B
will not be performing with Kid Cudi,
Jovich said.
UAO was originally in talks with
B.o.B's manager, but concert dates
conflicted with B.o.B.s trip to Europe.
UAO began the search for a centennial concert performer last semester
by surveying students on campus for
who they would like to see perform.
"A lot of students said they really

While UAO is planning several
wanted to see Kid Cudi," said Ciara
Eddings, UAO music coordinator. events for this tall and next spring,
"We are going to work really hard to it will continue programs that have
make this concert as awesome as proven successful in the past.
Formerly known as Dorm Wars,
we can."
While UAO is currently focusing Res. Hall Wars will take place during
on the homecoming concert, it may the week of Sept. 19. UAO will ask
look into hosting another musician students living in residence halls to
during spring semester.
collect pop tabs to donate for money
UAO also has a new event called at the end of the week.
"It's Falcon Dark Out," scheduled
The winning residence hall will
for the centennial homecoming receive a pizza party or some other
celebration.
celebration, Jovich said.
The event will feature a set of "glowAnother activity UAO will continue
in-the-dark games," including minia- this fall is a weekly movie showing
ture golf and different races. Students in the Union theater. This week stuwill be able to use glow-in-the-dark dents are invited to see "Get Him to
paint provided by UAO to prepare for the Greek" on Tuesday and Friday
the games.
nights at 9:30 p.m.
"A lot of our events are new this
UAO also holds movie nights in the
year," Jovich said. "We always try to Union every Sunday at 9:30 pm and
come up with a lot of new activities is already planning what movies to
every year."
show in the next coming weeks.
As Halloween approaches, UAO
During Homecoming Week, stuwill also host a "Murder Mystery dents can watch "the Blind Side" and
Party." Plans for the event are still "Toy Story 3" during Family Weekend
being mapped out, Jovich said.
in the Union.

SPORTS
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Local talent showcased

Use freedom of speech wisely

This weekend, crowds nocked to the

Faculty Columnist Phil Schurrer comments on while

Penalties and turnovers hurt the BG foot-

Black Swamp Arts Festival and a perfor-

the First Amendment is guaranteed to citizens,

ball team Saturday as they lost to Tulsa

mance by local band Hemline Theory in

people must still exercise caution with what they say

33-20, dropping to 0-2 to start the season

Toledo. See photos | Pag* 2

in public | Page 4

| Paga 6

Falcons fall to Tulsa on road

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What did you like most about the Black Swamp Arts
Festival?
DCLANEYCAVANAUGH
Freshman. Art Education
There was a cover artist I really
liked." | Paga 4
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BAND
From Page 1

PHOIOS PROVIDED BY CHAD SCOUTiR

played ai the Revolution in
Toledo. Their next gin is on
Thursday night al Wesley's
Bar and drill in Toledo.
Renchen is one of the original hand members. 1 le and
Tebhe teamed up to write

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

and record songs together
for several years under
the name the Filmstars.
Recently they found two
more full-time members in
(Amancho and Pilcher and
started to book local gigs.
Uenchen said he occasionally plays bass and
helps with the songwriting, and that he has "been

known to play hass and
drums at the same lime."
Renchen said he has been
playing music and taking
part in bands for a long
time, but that Tebbe is his
real motivation for being a
part of the band.
"She's brilliant." he said
Hemline Theory will
make their debut in

Howling (Ireen on Oct. 1
at Grumpy Dave's. The
band is hoping to release
their first record, "For
the Stranger" at Grumpy
Dave son Oct. 22.
For more information
on Hemline Theory or to
sample some of their songs.
Renchen said to visit their

Facebookpage.
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FESTIVAL
From Page 1

Take advantage of these workshops to get ready for the EXPO Job and Internship Fair!
Students attending the EXPO Prep Sessions will receive the Fall 2010 EXPO Job Guide,
featuring articles on job fait ": ~ md profiles of employers attending the job fair.

WOW! I DID THAT? Selling Your Skills at the Interview
Tuespay, September 14,2010
4:30 - 5:30 pm a 5:45 - 6:45 pnf • 115 Olscamp Hall
EXTREME MAKEOVER: Resume Edition
Bring a hard copy of your resume for a critique.

Tuesday, September 14,2010 • 4:30 - 6:45 pm • 226 Olscamp Hall
INTERVIEW INTERVENTION: Observe Recruiters
Conducting Mock Interviews
Wednesday, September 15,2010 • 6:30 - 8:00 pm • 221 Olscamp Hall

in your Job/Internship S~.
Thursday, September 16,2010 • 6:00 - 7:30 pm
122 Jerome Library Computer Lab
MOCK INTERVIEWS

Rust has a couple of parttime jobs. She does freelance
photography work and manages the Sunday Artisan Market
in Ann Arbor, Mich.
Selling artwork is more than
a hobby for Rust, but it has
yet to become her bread and
butter.
It is the same with Susan
Woodard, a local printmaker
and painter. Woodard tries to
offer her art pieces at a reasonable price.
"There is a combination of
factors to determine the price
of a work. For example, time
and art istic efforts on the piece;
people like to buy art, hut they
may not be able to afford it,"

them into small pieces, made
the small pieces into earrings
and sold them for $11) a piece
She said the Black Swamp Art
Festival is the only art fair she
has participated in.
"I wouldn't survive on art,
and not too many artists can
survive on it," Woodard said.
However, artists living on
their artwork did come to the

Festival

Charles Tersolo traveled
from boston to sell his artwork.
Icrsolo took fine-art oil painting as his full-time career six
years ago. He does commissioned paintings, sells items
online or at galleries and also
lakes shows tn,i! i festivals, He
said Ohio is "a serious North
coast art area.'
Paul Fletcher, a lull tune
encaustic painting artist, also
Will K 1,11(1 -.Hi]
sells his work primarily at
As a method of maximiz- shows. It was Fletcher's lirst
ing her efforts, Woodard took time to the Black Swamp Arts
some of her paintings, cut Festival. He brought origiRJHIUIi-1111111

fir«»tonf

nal works priced from $100-

$5,000 and prints priced from
$100-$400.
Fletcher had sold one 12by-18 original painting and
four prints by Sunday. After
the weekend stop in Bowling
(ireen. he is going to Columbus.
Michigan and then to North
Carolina tn sell his items.
Amy Kaye Taylor is an oil
paintei who graduated from
the University. She said she visited the festival as a student;
now she has returned to the
city asa professional.
Taylors paintings of the
American Landscape cost
between $100 and $3,800. She
saiil she sold three mediumpriced original pieces last
year. This year she brought
$30-$60 priced prints in
addition to original paintings and had only sold two
prints by Sunday afternoon.
"The selling is not very
good this year." laylor said.

ooooftiAa
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GET $60

Schedule a 30-minute, individual mock interview via WorkNet at hire.bgsu.edu.

Tuesday, September 21,2010
RECRUITERS TELL ALL: Expectations for Resumes,
Interviews, Job Fairs, and the Workplace
Thursday, September 23,2010 • 7:00 - 8:30 pm

GET UP TO $50

$

114 Business Administration Bldg.

▼MONROcr

For full descriptions of workshops and events, visit hire.bgsu.edu.

| BUY 3, GET THE 4th FREE! I

20oFi 25^i6M
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Mechanical
Service 0i:

CAREER CENTER
318C Math Sciences Building • 419-372-2356 • hire.bgsu.edu
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EXPO JOB FAIR • THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 30,2010
PERRY FIELD HOUSE • 10:00 AM - 3:00 PM
INTERVIEW DAY • FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1,2010
PERRY FIELD HOUSE • 8:30 AM • 4:45 PM
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BLOTTER

2:24 A.M.
Joshua Reedy. 21. of Bowling Green, was
cited for open container near SkyBar

THURS..SEPT.9
1:03 A.M.
Eik leming. of Wooster. Oh*, was died
for underage under the influence and petty
theft near Kreischer Hal.

2:30 A.M.
Nathan J. Stirwold. 22. of Bowling Green.
was cited for nuisance party violation and
possession of drug paraphernalia within the
900 block of Thurstin Ave

1:24 A.M.
Megan E Mays. IB. of Bellevue. Otuo. was
cited for underage consumption withm the

2:42 A.M.
Karl R Boegli. 22. of Fremont. Ohm. was
arrested for assault near the corner of

2000 E. Napoleon Road

North Prospect and East Court streets.

134AM
Christopher M Norman. 22. and Crystal
L Ortega. 22. both of Toledo, were cited
for public indecency after allegedly being
observed engaged m a sex act in a parking
garage within the 200 block of N Mam St

10:03 A.M.
The Pee Wee Park Field at Carter Park
was found completely under water after a
spigot was left running fioin approximately
Saturday evening until Tuesday morning. In
addition a flag was stuffed in to a toilet and
Band-Axis were (.mimed in to a golf carts

3:31A.M.
Aaron B Christophcrson. 23. and Sarah
M Richey. 26. both of Bowling Green,
were cited for criminal trespassing and
disorderly conduct after allegedly being
observed sitting m a hot tub surrounded by
a locked fence and labeled "No Trespassing"
withm the 900 block of Klotz Road. Poke
descnbed the individuals as "either nude or
partially clothed'

of N. Summit St.

oil mlhin the 100 block ol E Court St

11:18 P.M.
Douglas J Peep*. 58. of Bowling Green,
was cited for open container within the 400
block of E Napoleon Road.

12:16 A.M.
Jeremy Jon Barber. 19. of Perrysburg. was
cited for open container and gntleiage possession withm the 200 block of N Main St

Ethan James Bishop. 18. of Plymouth. Ohio
and David T. Powell. 22. of North Baltimore.
Ohio, were cited for open container in a
motor vehicle Bishop was also cited for

5:35 P.M.
A PlayStation was reported stolen from
12:42 A.M.
An individual was warned for criminal
mischief after allegedly being observed tarrying a barricade away from the 100 block

8:53 P.M.
Police are investigating a report of a white
male in a black hoodie and gray mask who
allegedly pulled a gun on a subject attempting to sell an Xbox withm the 200 block of

ofWWooste.St

Alexander J Kocab. 19. of Bowling Green
was cited for disorderly conduct/public
urination within the 900 block of E.
Wooster St

Michael S Masterson. 22 of Bowling Green,
was cited for nuisance party violation withm

1:06 A.M.
fonan Darnell Oglesby. 20. of Sagmaw.
Mich. was cited for prohibited acts withm
the 100 block of N Mam St

1:44 A.M.
Andrew W. Spencer. 22. of Bowling Green,
was cited for disorderly conduct withm the
100 Wock of N. Main St

1:50 AM.
Ro/lyrm R Callahan. 21. of Streetsboro.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct
after allegedly vomiting on a Black Swamp
Festival tent

1:55 AM.
Jason M vanalstme. 22. of Holland. Ohio
was cited for open container withm the 100

2:22 A.M.
Brandie M. Bailey. 23. of FindJay. was cited
for disorderly conduct/public urination
within the 100 block of N Main St

Noel L Marshall. 24. of Bowling Green, was
cited for open container, possession of drug
paraphernalia, and possession of marijuana
withm the 900 block of S. Main St

2:40 A.M.
William Malcolm Fowlkes IV. 21, of Bowling
Green, was cited for nuisance party within
the 100 block of E. Court St

1:38 A.M.
Priscilla A. Turner. 20. of Maumee. was cited
for open container and underage posses-

Marguise James Mcburse. 23. of Walbridge.
Ohm. was cited for possession of marijuana
within the 100 block of E Court St

sion within the 100 block of E. Oak St

East Wooster Street and Manvile Avenue

Stacey I Smith. 20. of Franklin. Ohio, was
cited for prohibited acts and underage
under the influence within the 100 block of

2:06 A.M.
Zachary Glen Dalton Skells. 19. of
Dumfries. Va and Erik A. Sheline. 19.
of Maumee. were cited for underage
possession withm the 900 block of

N Main St

Thurstin Ave.

12:47 A.M.

1:25 AM.
Benjamin Joseph Jans/en. 20. of Lewis
Center. Ohio, was cited for prohibited acts
and underage under the influence withm
the 200 block of N Main St

1:47 A.M.
Samuel W Black* 23. of Village. Ohio, was
cited for obstructing official business and
disorder!/ conduct/public urination within
the 100 block of N Man St

POSTER

1:02 A.M.

FRI., SEPT. 10
Michael J. Crawford. 18. of Grandview
Heights Ohm. was cited for underage possession and open container near tlw corner

12:23 AM.
Peyton J Armbrecht. 20. of Bowling Green.
was cited for underage possession withm
the 900 block of E. Wooster St

block of N. Man St

withm the S00 block of E Merry Ave.

12:26 A.M.

withm the 400 block of E. Wooster St

A duver side nwior was reportedly kicked

underage possession.

N. Mam St

Virgil A. Gladieux. 18. of Bowling Green, was
cited for disorderly conduct/public urination

the 900 block of E. Wooster St

SAT.. SEPT. 11

4:31 P.M.
A cement frog and a gaimg ball were
reported stolen from within the 900 block

SUN.. SEPT. 12

THE BIGGEST & NEWEST
BACK TO SCHOOL

4:27 AM.

of N. Prospect St

2:18 P.M.
Six solar lights were repotted stolen from
within the 900 block of N. Summit St.

ar>d Thurstin Avenue.

12:11 AM.

gas tank.

10:56 A.M.
A foot tall. SO pound, pot planter was
reported stolen front within die 900 block

6:05 AM.
Alexander J FehrenbacK 20. of Powell.
Ohio, was cited for underage under the
influence near the corner of Ridge Street

Monday. September 13.2010 3

Erin Mane Macdonald. 19. Melissa
Kathryn Ingley, 19: and Briana M
Chicotel. 19. all of Bowling Green, were
cited for nuisance party violation within
the 900 block of Thurstin Ave.
2:26 A.M.
Nicholas A Wasserman. 22. of Curtice.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly conduct/
public urination within the 200 block of
N. Main St

3:28 A.M.
Patrick F Kennedy, 22. of Fox River Grove.
III. was cited for littering and disorderly conduct after allegedly being observed screaming, slamming a wooden TV tray into the
ground and then throwing it into the street
within the 100 block of N Enterprise St.

K ONLINE: Go to bo^riewscom for the
^S complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

Where:
Bowen Thompson
Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room
(Room 228)
When:
Mon. Sept. 13thruFri. Sept. 17
Time:
9 A.M.-6 P.M.
Sponsor:
University Activities
Organization

Unionization
and BGSU
The faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future of our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU. and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:
Collective bargaining is a give and take process
> Components of the Academic Charter may be bargained away by the
BGSU-FA AAUP negotiating team in exchange for other perceived
priorities.
> Some issues that are important to you. such as support for scholarship
and graduate education, the job security of non-tenure faculty, and
tuition waivers for spouse and family may not be high priorities of
the negotiating team.
Collective bargaining is only required for wages, hours, and
working conditions
> Shared governance is "outside" of the mandated collective bargaining
process.
> Workload is not required to be included as a collective bargaining issue,
based on state law.
> Management rights (e.g.. class size, classes taught, when classes
are taught during the week, etc.) are typically retained by the
administration during the collective bargaining process.
A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you are eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.

Most Images Only $7, $8 and $9
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"I wouldn't survive on art and not too many artists can survive on it."
- Susan Woodard, Black Swamp Arts Festival artist, on making a living from their artwork [see
story, pg. 1].
Monday. September 13.2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET What do you like most about the Black Swamp Arts Festival?
"The food was

"I liked the music this

"I really enjoyed

The youth arts

delicious"

year, they had really

Dwayne Dopsie

section"

Formers
BRITTANY

BRANDON

PUBLISKI.
Junior.
Graphic Design

BOWER.
Junior,
Accounting

Hellraisers."

What do "two white males
in their pale sedan" from
Howling Green, Florida
Pastor Terry Jones and
Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf
of the proposed Islamic
Center in Manhattan have
in common?
Each of them, in their
own way, has or will exercise his right to free expression while, at the same time,
turning a blind eye and a
deaf ear to those affected
by their actions.

Let's review: OnAug. 31 of
this year, at about 8:30 p.m..

Krystyna Zarn-Langford
was riding her bicycle
here in town. At the railroad tracks, two boys "in a
pale sedan" slowed down
and yelled at her, "Get on
the sidewalk, whore!" Her
account was published in
the Sept, - edition of the

BGNews
Initially, I was tempted
to do some additional
research on Krystyna; Was
she a faculty member, student, administrative staff,
maintenance worker, etc.?
But it became apparent
that it truly doesn't matter Regardless of her job
or role at the University
(or anywhere else for that
matter), her dignity as a
human being was violated. Human dignity is not
dependent on what one
docs: it's a birthright. It's
part of who we are.
I also found it interesting that, in her article, she
referred to the two in the

today's People On The
Street/1 Or a suggestion lor

JONATHAN

ALEX WALTON.
Senior,
Business

believe that ethicist Michael
Josephson best captured
the essence of this concept
when he stated: "An ethical
person ought to do more
than he's required to do and
less than he's allowed to do."
So, yes, the "two boys"
presumably had a "right"
to engage in boorish and
despicable behavior, Pastor
Jones can burn the Koran
or any other book he finds
offensive (the similarity with Nazi book burnings is troubling) and Rauf
can establish his Cultural
Center. Perhaps, giving
the benefit of the doubt to
Jones and Rauf, we might
go so far as to say that they
mean well.
But the road to hell is often
paved with good intentions.
Merely to state that we
"meant well" doesn't excuse
bad behavior. And the First
Amendment, while guaranteeing freedom of expression, does not guarantee
freedom from error, poor
judgment and bad taste.
Those of us who believe in
freedom of expression also
have a corresponding duty
to stand up and take issue
with those who misuse it. It
may be ironic, but sometimes the best way to counter the abuse of expression
is to use it.
Will it generate discussion?
Of course, and in some cases,
this discussion will be more
than merely academic. We
need to defend those people and principles that need
defending. And, we need to
remind ourselves and others
that merely because we have
the right to do something
doesn't always mean it's the
right thing to do.

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

and the Zydeco

Exercise free speech cautiously
car as "boys" rather than
"men." It's a point worth
stressing. Mature males
(men) do not yell invectives
at women — or at anyone.
"Boys," on the other hand,
because they presumably
lack the maturity, may be
more disposed to such
behavior. We can't condone
it; but we might understand
it a little more. Maybe.
Terry Jones, the pastor
of a small Florida church,
plans to burn copies of the
Koran. Islam's holy book,
on the ninth anniversary
of the New York attacks.
Imam Haul' is at the center
of the controversy about
establishing an Islamic
Cultural Center two blocks
from Ground Zero.
there's no doubt that,
strictly speaking, each of
these people has been exercising his First Amendment
right of free speech. This
isn't to say that the First
Amendment is unlimited.
We can't cry "fire" in a
crowded theater, nor practice polygamy in the name
of religion, nor defame
someone's character in
speech or in writing.
But
the
First
Amendment's reach is
broad and only a compelling governmental interest
would dampen or curtail
the expression it protects.
It's this tension between
individual rights and the
public sensibility that is a
trademark of our American
way of life — and is also the
cause of much litigation.
But if we move to a higher
standard of behavior, which
we should, then we have
an obligation to be somewhat sensitive to others. I

\
<^S

a question? Give us your

PANGLE.
Freshman.
Digital Arts

feedback at bgviewscom

...-Mu-slim-S aren't the enerw^. UJe. have
rwan>y Ame.r\co.r\ soldiers who are #V1USIITVI
The^ are /Irvier'icans. VJe. honor their
service to this country...

Quran burning hinders Muslims' freedom of religion
Hateful actions by Pastor are contradictory to American values
By Th« Miami Hurricane St«H
College News Network

Setting the world on edge
with his plan to burn copies
of the Quran on the anniversary of 9/11, Pastor Terry
Jones stated on Thursday he
would "suspend" the event.
Whether he decides to bum
the Quran or not, Jones has
already achieved his goal and
gained his 15 minutes of fame.
It all began with Jones' tweet on

July 12: "9/11/2010 Int Bum a
Quran I>ay."
The rise of a tweet from
Gainesville. Ha., to global news
is a story of disgust and hatred
utilizing social media networks.
Before the speedy spread of
news on the Internet, an ignonint, detestable individual such
as Jones would have publicized
his intentions locally, and would
have gone unnoticed by the rest
of the world.
How did such a fringe fig-

ure become world news? It's
a shame that lunatic characters like Jones are receiving worldwide attention,
because that is just what
they're craving: publicity.
We must understand that
the plan to bum the holy
Quran on 9/11 is completely contrary to our values as
Americans. Although what
he planned isn't illegal, it
would be extremely hurtful
to United States service men

SPEAK YOUR MIND

and women iind to our MuslimAmerican population
When someone tries to tell
Muslims that they are not
allowed to practice their religion wherever they choose, he
or she should understand how
a society that acknowledges
Jones' freedom of speech must
also recognize their freedom
of religion.
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Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor;

1

In 1910, the speed limit in
downtown BG was 8 mph.

CALLING ALL
CARTOONISTS
COLUMNISTS
Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum
section is looking for more people like you to write
columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at tliebgnewsSibgnews.com.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

call us at 419-372-6966

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.

THE BG NEWS
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The sue is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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BLOGGING
Check out the sports
blog (or the latest in
BG athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something' Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
bnger pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsC^bgnews.
com with the subject line marled
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submrtted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Argentine
ex-leader OK
after angioplasty

Flash floods kill 10
in Indonesia;
14 missing

BUENOS AIRES Argenwa

JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP)Flash floods in central Indonesia
have killed 10 people and left 14
others missing.

(fP) - Former Argentine ftesdent
Nestor (Cfdmer was incoming in a
hospital Sunday after angioplasty on a
coronary artery
The husband of Presrfent Cnstina
Fernandez has a history of heart
dsease and felt numbness in his legs
dumg a rouoie checkup Saturday.
Doctors aoWd an mmedate
angoplasty. A stem was installed r an
obstructed coronary artery dunng the
operation, whrfi was done with local
anesthesia, presidential secretary Oscar
Pamtsaid.
The riteiwioon was successful
presidential Dr. Luis Buonomo and
the los Am» Qnt s Dr. Marceb
Balesteros said in a pint statement
There should not be any complcaOcre.
Fernandez left the dhc earty
Sunday. Kirrjiner wl stay for up to two
more days to reccrar. the doctors said
Kidmer went to the same dine fa
emergency surgery last February to
remove plaque from his right carotid
artery after hawxj trouble movng hrs
arm Carotid artery dsease mvdws
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2 killed during
Afghan anti-Quranburning protest

Japanese delegate
summoned by
China over boat

Egypt protects
water stations
from Nile oil spill

BEUING-Chnastopforegi

KABUL.Afghanistan -Two

LUXOR Ec^t-Authorities have

protesters died and four were

poky official increased pressure on

Noatelc$warer|wrrtat»onstaojns

Newborn baby
found in Manila
airport trash bag
MANILA FW(iories(AP)
- Authorities at Manilas airport

injured as Afghans protested for a

Japan on Sunday by summoning

along the Nfe in southern Egypt to

third day Sunday against a plan by

ts ambassador to again demand

prevent some WO tons of cteel oi that

bag that was apparently unloaded

Local media reports say the
flooding occurred Saturday
morning on the swollen banks
of the Kinarum River, a popular
tourist spot on Borneo island.

an American pastor to bum copies

the immedae release of Chinese

leaked from a barge from polutug

from an airplane that landed Sunday

of the Islamic holy book, despite his

fishermen and their boat detared near

drinking water. cftoak sad Sunday

from trie Middle East, officials sad

decision to call off the action.

disputed ishnds

chief of the Baraki Barak district

fi Ambassador UoSro Nwa early

south of Cara when low water levers

and wrapped in tissue paper, to an

Many of the victims were
children swimming as part
of celebrations marking
the end of Ramadan, the
Muslim holy month.

in eastern Logar province, said

Sunday, China's Foreign Mnstrysad It

caused it to tit peroaly submerge and

arport clinic, where doctors and

the deaths and injuries occurred

was the fourth Dme that Nwa has been

leak 110 tens ofdesel fuel rto the Nle

nurses examined hm and deaned

when Afghan soldiers opened fire

summoned over the indderrt, and it

on Saturday

him up, wrapped him in cloth and

on hundreds of protesters who

was hijhly unusual for an offcial of Dais

were trying to storm the local

rank ro intercede.

MetroTV said 10 bodies had
been pulled from the water. The
news portal Detik.com said a
search was under way for 14
missing people.
Landslides and flooding
triggered by torrential downpours
kill dozens of people every year
in the vast tropical archipelago of
Indonesia, which has more than
17.000 islands
Officials could not
immediately be reached for
comment.

the narrowing of the main arteries that

Mohammad Rahim Amin.

The vessel was docked m Aswaa
sa™romfe(l.X»blcmeters)

State Counokx Dai Bngguo caled

government headquarters.
Dunng recent protests against

Security officials brought the
baby boy. who was covered in blood

gave him a bottle of milk airport

Aswan Governor Mustafa
al-Sayedtold the MENA news

The frshmg boat coMerJv,*

found a newborn baby in a garbage

agency that sites along the Nile

Japanese patrol vessels last week after

that feed river water to purification

officials sad.
"After he was cleaned, he let off
a soft cry. airport nurse Kate Carvo

the Quran burning. Afghans

gxring warnings to leave the area

stations have been blocked off as a

sad "He was healthy, his vital signs

have regularly targeted the pro-

and refusing to stop fa an inspection

precautionary measure to prevent

were OK according to our doctors

Western government.

Japans coast guard said

polluted water from entering filters

Terry Jones, pastor of a small

Chna has sakl the ccnfraitaOon

Florida church, said Saturday that

coukj damage its relabons with Japan.

"we feel that God is teling us to stop"

Egypt gets much of rts drinking
water from the Nile.

undertoxj the sensttmity of the

A security officer noticed
something moving in a garbage bag
that was reportedly unloaded from

Luxor Governor Samtr Farag

a Gurf Air plane that arrived from

the Quran burning, which was to

temtcnal dispute in the East Owia Sea

said the small slick fragmented as

Bahrain and found the baby inside.

ccancide with the ninth anniversary

one of several that trouble Chins ties

it passed through an area of dense

an airport statement sad The

of the Sept. 11.2001. attacks in the

with its Asanneicjhbors.

grass Farag said samples of water

baby was later turned over to social

would be tested regularly as the spil

workers posted at the Ninoy Aquino
International Airport

United States

Beijing is worried about losing face

The plan to burn the Quran

in front of the Chinese public and

approached Luxw. which is down

stirred outrage among millions of

towering a nationalistic backlash

river from Aswan.

Muslims and others woddwide

against the government if rt appears

carry blood from the heart to the brain

Guff Air officials were not

A senia Luxor official. Hussein

•nmediatefy available fa comment

unable to protect the countrys

AS. sad the slick is 60 yards

sovereignty. The spat has stirred

(meters) wide and \1 miles (2

Soliman sad she was angered by

ores, attacked several shops and set

passions in China, with newspapers

kilometers) long, but is shrinking

what happened adding that police

election campaign posters on fire.

and activists calling fa a tough

and is not expected to affect water

have been adered to search for

Amin said.

stand against any threats to China's

supply stations.

the infant's mother, who could be

The protesters in Logar chanted

These arteries can theken with fatty

"Death to America" and burned

substances and deposits of cholesterol
known as plaque, slowing the flow of
oxygenated btood to the brain and

territorial claims.

increasing the nsk of a stroke.

Social Welfare Secretary Dinky

criminally charged

-HaggagSalama(AP)

-Dusan Stojanovic (AP)
-GlranWong(AP)

Only 2 percent of quake debris in Haiti cleared
Rubble cleanup in nation slows due to organizational confusion,
impassable roads, rescue efforts face technical constraints
By Tamara Lush
The Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti —
I'rom the dusly rock mounds
lining the streets to a National
Palate that looks like it's vomiting concrete from its core,
rubble is one of the most visible reminders of Haiti's devastating earthquake.
Hubble is everywhere in
this capital city: cracked
slabs, busted-up cinder
blocks.
half-destroyed
buildings that still spill
bricks and pulverized concrete onto the sidewalks.
Some places look as though
they have been flipped
upside down, or are sinking
to the ground, or listing precariously to one side.
By some estimates, the
quake left about 33 million cubic yards of debris
in Port-au-Prince — more
than seven times the
amount of concrete used
to build the Hoover Dam.
So far, only about 2 percent
has been cleared, which
means the city looks pretty
much as it did a month
after the Ian. 12 quake.
Government officials and
outside aid groups say rubble removal is the priority
before Haiti can rebuild. But
the reasons why so little has
been cleared are complex.
And frustrating.
Heavy equipment has
to be shipped in by sea.
Dump trucks have difficulty navigating narrow and

mountainous dirt roads.
An abysmal records system makes it hard for the
government to determine
who owns a dilapidated
property. And there are few
sites on which to dump the
rubble, which often contains human remains.
Also, no single person in
the Haitian government has
been declared in charge
of the rubble, prompting
foreign nongovernmental
organizations to take on the
task themselves. The groups
are often forced to fight
for a small pool of available money and contracts
— which in turn means the
work is done piecemeal,
with little coordination.
Projects funded by USAID
and the U.S. Department
of Defense have spent
more than $98.5 million to
remove 1.2 million cubic
yards of rubble.
"There's not a master
plan," Eric Overvest, country director for the UN.
Development
Program,
said with a sigh. "After the
earthquake, the first priority was clearing the roads.
That was the easiest part."
Overvest said the Interim
Haiti RecoveryCommission
— created after the earthquake to coordinate billions of dollars in aid — has
approved a $17 million
plan to clear rubble from
six neighborhoods in Portau-Prince. The neighborhoods have not yet been

In referendum, Turks reject military-era laws
By Christopher Torchia
The Associated Press

selected, however, and it's
unclear when debris will be
removed from other areas.
Leslie Voltaire, a Haitian
architect, urban planner
and presidential candidate,
says his country needs a
"rubble czar."
"Everybody is passing
the blame on why things
haven't happened yet,"
he said. "There should
be one person in charge.
Resettlement has not even
begun yet, and it can't until
the city has been cleared."
Voltaire maintains that
there are enough crushers, dump trucks and
other heavy equipment
for the job; others say that
more machinery is needed. But everyone agrees
that recovery will take
decades — and the slower
the rubble removal, the
longer the recovery.
Most Haitians are simply living with the rubble,
working and walking
around it. After a while, the
gray heaps and cockeyed
buildings just blend into
the tattered background of
the city.
"It will take many, many
years to fix," Overvest
acknowledged. "We can't
just go with wheelbarrows
to remove it."

ISTANBUL — Turks
approved sweeping changes
to their military-era constitution Sunday — a referendum
hailed by the government as
a leap toward full democracy
in line with its troubled bid to
join the European Union.
With 99 percent of the vote
counted, 58 percent had cast
ballots in favor of the constitutional amendments, staterun TRT television said. About
42 percent voted "no." heeding opposition claims that the
reforms would shackle the
independence of the courts.
The referendum on 26
amendments to a constitution crafted after a 1980
military coup had become
a battleground between the
Islamic-oriented government and traditional power
elites — including many in
the armed forces — who fear
Turkey's secular principles
are under threat.
Voter turnout was 78 percent, and the result amounted to a vote of confidence
in the ruling Justice and
Development Party ahead of
elections next year.
"We have crossed a historic
threshold toward advanced
democracy and the supremacy of law," Prime Minister
Recep Tayyip Erdogan said
at his party headquarters in

"The regime of
Istanbul.
"The regime of tutelage in
tutelage in Turkey
Turkey will now come to an
end," he said. "The mentality
will now come to
will be so that those enthusiastic for military coups will
an end."
see their enthusiasms stuck
Recep Tayyip Erdogan
inside them."
The amendments make the Minister Besir Atalay said.
military more accountable to
In Ankara, the Turkish
civilian courts and allow civil capital, President Abdullah
servants to go on strike. The Gul appealed for harmony
opposition, however, believes in a country that, if divided
a provision that would give on other levels, was fierceparliament more say in ly united on one front this
appointing judges masks an weekend — cheering on
attempt to control the courts, their team in the final of the
which have sparred with world basketball champiErdogan's camp.
onship. But in an Istanbul
The changes would also arena Sunday night, the U.S.
remove immunity from defeated Turkey 81-64.
"The public has the final
prosecution for the engineers of the 1980 coup. say in democracies," Gul
Kenan Evren. the military said after voting. "I would
chief who seized power like to remind everyone to
and became president, is welcome the result with
respect and maturity."
93 and ailing.
In a statement, the White
Street clashes marred
voting at several polling House said President Obama
stations in provinces with called Erdogan just as the
large Kurdish populations. basketball final began to conA Kurdish party had urged gratulate him for Turkey's role
supporters to boycott the as tournament host, and "also
ballot, arguing that the pro- acknowledged the vibrancy of
posed changes would not Turkey's democracy as reflectadvance the rights of the ed in the turnout for the referethnic minority.
endum that took place across
Since Saturday, police Turkey today."
nationwide detained 138
German Foreign Minister
people suspected of threat- Guido Westerwelle said the
ening pcopleintoboycotting constitutional reform was
the vote or casting their bal- critical to Turkey's bid for
lot in a certain way, Interior EU membership.
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Bee Gee Shopping Center
1062 N. Main
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■
Free tanning based on tanning
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Jorden sets
bar high for
2010 season

Notes: Penalties, turnovers
cost Falcons in loss to Tulsa
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

"We need to get much
better at running the
football to go through
the season."

For the second straight week
(ho Falcons put themselves in a
position to win on the road.
Km untimely turnovers and
tun hii; penalties that took a pair
Dave Clawson | BG coach
of touchdowns away from wide
receiver Kamar lorden hurt the
Falcons' chances Saturday as they was distributed to eight different players, but their inability to
Ceil to Tulsa 33-20.
BG quarterback Man Schilz got have a more balanced offense
off In a List siarl as he completed — their inability to run the ball
.ill seven of his passes to four differ- effectively is what concerns
ent receivers on BG's opening drive, coach Dave Clawson.
"Part of our hope this year was
capped off by a one-yard touchdown run from Schilz to lake an we could he more balanced and
not rely on throwing the ball, and
earty 7-0 lead
Schilz finished the game 29-of- right now it just seems like we're
•10 for 260 yards passing hut yielded not consistently running the footthree interceptions that led to 14 ball." Clawson said. "We need to get
Golden 1 lurricane points.
much better at running the football
I he biggest blow for the Falcons to go through the season."
came on the final play of the sec
Against Tuba, BG had just 41 net
ond quarter and their second drive rushing yards.
of the third quarter.
Defense
What would haw been a 47 yard
touchdown to lorden to end the
Senior Angelo Magnone recovfirst half turned into offensive pass ered a fumble at the Tulsa 44-yard
interference and a holding penalty line on the game's opening drive
later wiped out a 79-yard pass from and Dwayne Woods recorded his
first career interception late in the
Schilz to lorden.
lorden recorded 14 catches for second quarter.
168 yards against Tulsa. marking
BG's defense allowed just six
the fifth most catches in a single second half points to the Golden
1 lurricane after giving up 27 points
game in BG history
In two games this season lorden
has totaled 279 yards on 23 catches.
Se, NOTES | Pane 9
The Falcons' passing game

It was flashes of Freddie
Barnes.
First, with no time remaining
in the first half, Kamar Jorden
rose over a Tulsa defender to
haul in a 42-yard Hail Mary.
Then in the third quarter
he took a pass over the middle and juked multiple Golden
Hurricane defenders on his way
to a 79-yard touchdown.
Unfortunately, both were
called back for penalties, but
through two games we've
learned that 19 is the new 7.
Jorden, a junior college
transfer from Hudson Valley
Community College, has
already reeled in 23 passes
for 279 yards in two games
this season.
That's just two less catches
than Barnes had after two
games last season.
While I'm not saying Jorden
will end up with an NCAA
record for catches this season,
his performance throughout
PHOTO PROVIDED BY WAIT BEAZIEY

See JORDEN | Page 8

STRETCH: Kamar Jorden makes a finger tip grab while Tulsas Lowell Rose defends.

Stephenson. VonderBrink
propel BG to first victory
By B«cky Ttnar
Reporter

"It feels great. The difference between winning
and losing is inches sometimes, but the

The BG women's soccer team
captured its first win of the
difference in feeling is miles. We feel so much
season, ending their sixgame streak.
better, and we really did deserve it."
After losing 2-0 to the
University of Minnesota on
Andy Richards | Coach
Friday, the Falcons, 1-5-1, were
able to beat the Cleveland State make the score 1-1. But with six this hard and win."
University Vikings 2-1.
minutes left in the second half,
Coach Andy Richards said
The score at the half was 0-0, sophomore Sarah VonderBrink he admired his players' dilibut co-captain Katie Stephenson scored another goal to keep the gence and their ability "to score
scored her second goal of the Vikings at bay.
and then come back and score
season with less than 20 min"This game was about perutes left on the clock.
severance." Stephenson said.
See WIN | Page 8
CSU came back shortly after, to "It feels great to have worked

',!.'.

■
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en's soccer hangs tough,
fall to No. 1 Akron 2-0

'I

FORE: iu ,!■ .'den and the Falcons tee ufi their 2010 season today in Texas.

Women's golf team starts
2010 season in Texas
By Kristi Kopaniasz
Reporter

With a team-first attitude, the BG
women's golf team looks to improve
their overall standing in the MidAmerican Conference as they start
their season today in Texas.
"I am very excited to have a team
with so much depth," said coach
Stephanie Young, who is entering
her fifth year as head coach. "We are
expecting success."
This is the first year all of the play-

FACEBOOK

ers are her recruits. Two of them,
Lauren and Marisa Glew, are twin
sisters and this year's captains.
"It started with the Glew sisters,"
Young said. "The three of us have
been through a lot together the past
three years."
Of the eight players, five of them
will head to Texas this week for
the Worldlink Fall Classic. The
best four scores will count for the
team. Practice rounds start on
See GOLF | Page 8

Despite these figures, the
Falcons played inspired defense
— blocking shots, stopping
On a rainy Saturday afternoon at cross attempts, doing all they
Cochrane Field the BG men's soc- could to hold Akron from scorcer team battled the No. 1 ranked ing. Junior goalkeeper Miguel
University of Akron.
Rosales posted 11 saves.
The stadium was packed with
The Falcons held the Zips
fans anticipating an upset or scoreless for 64 minutes. The
the odd man bets going with stalemate was broken after one
of BG's defensive center pieces
the top-ranked team.
Simply looking at the overall came off the pitch due to injury.
statistics wouldn't give the corJunior Tanner Fink was
rect impression of the match.
injured by a collision inside the
The Falcons were outshot 29-6 RG defensive box.
with a 13-3 disadvantage in shots
Within a minute of Fink comon goal. The Zips also had a huge ing off, Akron was able to score.
13-2 lead in corner kicks.
Darren Mattocks came into
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

RUGBY

TWITTER

the right side of the box and fired
a shot at goal that Rosales saved,
pushing the ball that dropped
outside the left post — the spot
where Fink would have been at
and was consequentially tapped
in by Kofi Sarkodie.
Seventeen minutes later in the
81st minute the Zips scored an
insurance goal.
This time Mattocks was able to
sneak the ball by Rosales, kissing
it off the left post after getting
into the right side of the box with
some shifty dribbling skills.
See SOCCER | Page 8

CROSS COUNTRY

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Falcons vs Ball State recap

BG place first at Mel Brodt

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

For a full recap of the BG rugby club's

The BG women's cross country team fin-

department on Facebook. Log on to

foi breaking news and m-game updates from your

Mid-American Conference game against

ished first at the Mel Brodt Invitation this

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

Ball State Sunday, check out Tuesday's

past weekend, led by sophomore Abby Koch

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twrrter.com/bgnewssports

edition of The BG News.

who took top individual honors. I Pag* 7
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BG wins home opener, struggle
in final two matches of weekend
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SUOOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every tow, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve

SPIKE: Lindsey Butlerfield spies the ball during the Falcons' 5-0 loss to IPFW Saturday afternoon at Anderson Arena
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By Justin Onflow
Reporter

They will play Wright State at
home on Tuesday.
Match 1:

The Falcon volleyball team
came out firing Friday night,
winning its last home opener
in Anderson Arena in three
sets during the opening
match of the Best Western
Falcon Plaza Invitational.
Although the Falcons got
off to a hot start Friday, the
team struggled to get anything going on Saturday.
BG lost in three setsto both
IPFW and Oakland to finish
1-2 on the weekend.
Senior Noelle Spitler was
named to her second all-tournament team in three weeks.
She finished the tournament
with 23 kills and eight dies.
"It's really exciting, but I
think it's a team effort,"
Spitler said about the award.
"Everybody that played out
there with me did a great
job also."
Coach Denise Van De
Walle was pleased with her
senior leader's overall performance.
"We were thrilled. Two
out of her three matches
were very good." Van De
Walle said. "She had a very
nice tournament. We were
glad to recognize her with
that award."
After dropping its final two
matches of the tournament,
BG falls to 2-7 on the season.

'We just could not generate any offense.
We're passing very well, but our hitters
right now are just are just not finding a

In the team's home opener,
the Falcons outplayed the
way to get the ball to the floor."
Cornell Big Red to take the
match in three sets, 25-15, 25Denise Van De Walle | Coach
21,27-25.
BG held a decisive advanMatch 3:
tage in both kills and digs jumping out to an early lead.
by a margin of 50-21 and 59- The Falcons battled back,
In the final match of the
44 respectively. Freshman though, taking the lead at 5-4 weekend, the Falcons once
Ashley Dunn had a huge and holding that advantage again jumped out to an
early lead, but could not susmatch, recording a career- for the first half of the set.
high 20 total digs.
The Mastodons took a tain their momentum and
Freshman Paige Penrod time-out down 14-11, and dropped a close first set to
had 13 kills and 13 digs in the scored four straight points to Oakland 25-22.
After hitting .216 in the first
match for her second double- take a 15-14 lead.
double of the season.
The Falcons again tied the set, BG came out flat in the
Coach Van De Walle felt score at 15-15, but would not second, falling out toan early
very good about her team's lead again in the set. IPFW 8-1 deficit. Oakland never
performance in the match.
pulled away for a 25-21 win.
looked back, defeating BG
"We played very well," Van
Down 2-0 in the match, 25-11. The Ciolden Grizzlies
De Walle said. "We played the Falcons were looking for would go on to defeat the
Falcons in the third set by a
tremendous defense and a spark that never came.
offensively it was our best
After scoring the first score of 25-19.
"We just could not gennight of the season."
two points of the set, BG
fell behind 4-3 and never erate any offense." Van
Match 2:
regained the lead. IPFW went De Walle said about the
After taking an early on to win the third set 25-13. team's performance on
5-0 lead in the first set, it
Van De Walle was unhappy Saturday. "We're passing
looked like the Falcons had with her team's conservative very well, but our hitters
picked up where they left attitude and overall effort tight now are just are just
not finding a way to get
off Friday night.
during the match.
However, after an IPFW
"We didn't play very the ball to the floor."
The Falcons (2-7) will
time-out, the Mastodons well at all," Van De Walle
began chipping away at the said. "We flat-out got host Wright State Tuesday
lead, finally tying the set at outworked. IPFW was far at 7:00 p.m. in Anderson
The
Golden
22-22 and pulling away for a more aggressive defen- Arena.
25-23 win.
sively and at the net, and Grizzlies (4-6) are coming
IPFW carried its momen- that's why they won. They off a win Saturday against
tum into the second set, just outworked us."
Ball State.

Falcon women finish
first at Mel Brodt Invite
By Nick King
Reporter

The Falcon women had a
great turnaround this past
Saturday in the Mel Brodt
Invitational.
They were able to
not only be the top
team, but also get top
individual honors.
Having four of the top
five spots showed the team
had improved from their
first outing against Toledo.
There were a total
of seven teams in the
invitational.
Ohio Northern finished second, followed by

Findlay. Cleveland State,
Siena Heights, I luntington
and Heidelberg.
"The team ran more
aggressively and confident." coach Cami Paulson
said. "From the first person to the last person they
really worked hard and
more as a team."
Sophomore Abby Koch
earned top individual honors with a time of 18:07.2.
This was her best
personal time ever in a
5K race.
Last year in the Mel
Brodt she set her personal
best in the 5K with a time
of 18:45.5.
Rounding out the top

Abby
Koch
Sophomore took
top individual
honors Saturday
five for BG were Seniors
Heather Conger, who
came in second, Autumn
Dettmann
finishing
fourth, Barbara Powers
in fifth and Katie Borgelt
finishing sixth.
The Falcons will try
and use their success
from this past weekend in the Spartan
Invitational on Friday,
which starts at 1 p.m. in
Hast Lansing, Michigan.

Our Views, Your Views. BGSU and Bowling Green

Did you Know.,
96% of people put the
peanut butter
on first when
making a
peanut butter
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Men's cross country
places third at Mel Brodt
Paulson said.
The men's team faced
tough competition, which
was headlined by Dayton.
The men's cross country
The Flyers are currently
team took anotherjjli'p ranked 11th in the Great
forward Saturday with a Lakes region.
third place finish at the
Other teams in the
24th annual Mel Brodt competition were Ohio
Invitational.
Northern and Heidelberg,
Chris Moody (0:25:21.3) who raced in competiand
lason
Salyer tion last weekend. Siena
(0:25:28.1) finished third Heights and Findlay raced
and seventh respectively in their first competition of
in the individual 8K, while the season on Saturday.
Rob Kelvey (26:33.5), lesse
"We knew that we were
Smuda (26:45.4), Greg going to face tough comBlack (26:47.1) and Josh petition in Dayton, Ohio
Franek (27:20.1) finished Northern and Heidelberg,"
in the top 50 in a field of Paulson said. "I was not surover 100 runners.
prised in how the men raced
"The team has been today because I see them
making gradual progress practice everyday, so this
in work ethic and attitude was a result of their determiover the past three years," nation to have the best seacoach Cami Paulson said. son they can as a team and
"Everything has really a very nice start to 8K racing
started to come together for the year."
The Falcons will travel
this season."
Paulson's men's team to East Lansing. Mich., on
had its best finish in a Friday to compete in the
multiple team meet in over Spartan Invitational.
Paulson said the team will
three years.
"We still have a lot of enjoy this victory for now.
work to do to reach our but will get right back to
potential as a team, but work today.
"Each week we evaluate
this meet was a positive
step in the right direction what we are happy with
and the result of a lot of and what we want to do
hard work and patience." better for the next meet."
By Jam.ir Lark
Reporter
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JORDEN
From Page 6
the first two games have
certainly given indications th.it the6 3 Hideout
is poised lor .in All \l \(
calibei season
Not only is he lead
ing the MAC In multiple
receiving
categories.
but he i- .ilsn the NC \A
leader in receptions and
fourth in the country for
receh ing yards.
At first glance it might
seem that big numbers
for the No 1 wide receh
er are a product of coach
Dave Clawson's pass
heavy system.
However, while a system designs plaj s to go in
lorden's direction, coach-

NOTES

ing doesn't have anything
to do with the open field
vision he showed on the
second negated touchdown or the ridiculous
fingertip catch he made
over the middle in the second half against Tulsa.
lorden's emergence as
bona fide No. I receiver
is even mine important
considering the development ofredshirt freshman
quarterback Matt Schilz.
Schilz entered this season attempting to lill the
shoes of HOI only Kiel
Sheehan, bul also a long
lineage of good BO quai
terbacks that featured Josh
Harris and Omai lacobs
within the pasl decade
I .H ing thai pressure,
combined with the quick
defensive lines he's faced in

guys don't do that."

The Falcons' Hi van Wright
averaged in yards on six
punts Saturday, including a
eaieei long68yards.
Wright also recorded two
touchbacksonfourkickoffs

Cooper, who returned
his first career punt return
touchdown against Troy in
week one, recorded his first
career reception for six yards
in the first quarter.
()n the Falcons' next drive,
Beck also had his first career
i,itch for six yards.

Falcon firsts

Streak

Eugene Cooper and
freshman
fyler
Beck
recorded their first career
receptions against the
(iolden Hurricane.

Saturday's loss to Tulsa is
Bll's first two-game losing
streak to open a season since
the 2000 team opened the
year at 0-4.

Just "Wright"

From Page 6

in the first half.
Clawson
liked
the
resiliency the defense
showed and was happy
With theil effort.
"Our guys hattled. the)
played hard, and they cum
peted in the second half."
Clawson said A loi of times
you see a defense when they
don'l have success guys star)
hanging then head and
pointing fingers but] our

the first two games, lorden
has made his your quarterback's life a lot easier by
not only getting open, but
making this tough catches
when necessary.
Can you imagine if both
of those plays stood?
B(i probably would have
heaten Tulsa and lorden
would he on his way to the
first of what I predict will
be many MAC Player of
the Week awards.
This Saturday, when
lorden makes his home
debut against Marshall,
IHi fans who weren't lucky
enough to travel to Troy
or Tulsa will get formally introduced to the new
Freddie Names.
Ill maybe I should
call
him
the
first
Kamar lorden.
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ACROSS
1 Like some teeth
7 Recover
11 WWII Normandy lander
14 '60s-70s San Francisco mayor
15 Business opening?
16 National Poetry Mo.
UPie-1991 Russian veto?
19 Madre's brother
20 Certain cardholder's cry
21 Bit ot tryst talk
22 Boot
24 Site of some adoptions
27 Genes responsible tor
hereditary vanations
29 West Florida currency?
31 On
with
33 Reactor salety overseer: Abbr.
34 Opposing vote
35 Assault by killer trucks?
40 Equi- ending
41 Actress Scala
42 He beat Okker to win
the 1968 U.S. Open

Islands staple
Time to tan in Cannes
Web outfit
Symbol ot virtue
Kind ot trip taken
Oy oneself?
9 Circle part
10 Plausible
11 Fashionable repast
12Tangy dessert
13 One ot the onginal
Politburo members
18CometHale23 Bush seen in Florida
25 Dateless

39 "May I
favor?"
40 Magic, at one time
44 Hang back

45 Soak

46 Trillionth: Pref.
47 Ultimate purpose
50 Shiny, in
26 Hurt
product names
27 Incantation beginning
51 Bring upon oneself
28 Milk: Pre!
52
Directors'
units
30 Singer Paul and tamily
54 Some underwear
31 "Finally!"
58 Notable period
32 Slightly eccentric
59 Mai tai ingredient
36 Worked up
60 Cardinal's letters
37 Art film theater
61 Pinch
38 Driver's gadget,
for short

43 Construct a

microscopic house?
48 Out there
49 Occupy
53 Developmental step
54 E lead-in
55 Uracil is one ot its
basic components
56 Chickadee relative
57 Jumpy bug?
62
Zion Church
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63 Gunk
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64 Easter Island attraction
65 Not the color of money?
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UP IN THE AIR:
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: :i iv Rotlwell (right) bep> her eye on the ball du'mg Friday's game against Minnesota

WIN
From Page 6

again."

"That really represents
the journey we've had this
season, he said. "To try
and try and try ... and
finally gei somewhere.
He
said
winning
their fitst game is a
huge reliel
"It feels great, he said.

"The difference between
winning and losing is
inches sometimes, but
the difference In feeling
is miles. We feel so much
better, and we really did
deserve it."
The
Falcons
made
some changes in preparation for this weekend
that Richards said made
a difference on the field.

GOLF
From Page 6

Sunday followed by tournament rounds Monday and
Tuesday.

I reshmen Bailey Arnold
and Kelsey Benson arc
making an early impact
as par! of the five in the
tournament

"This game
"We made some changes in oiu formation and
was about
we had some different people in different
perseverance. It
places It seemed to link
together much better," feels great to have
he said "We were much
worked this hard
more fluid and that created some c ham es
and win."
Richards said now that
the team has its first win
it can "relax, continue to
Katie Stephenson | Midfielder
work hard and practice,
gain some confidence and
use that momentum in the improve and learn.
games to follow."
"We have some tough
A win just makes every- games next weekend but
thing better and really we're ready to take them
takes the pressure off," head on." Stephenson said.
he said. "I think we'll "We just go up from here."
come out of here with a
The Falcons will host
renewed vigor."
Michigan State at 5 p.m.
Stephenson said the on Friday and then will
Falcons will use this travel to Indiana State
win to continue to on Sunday.
"The two freshmen handled the transition from
high school to college well,"
Voting said. "They played for
their travel spot first weekend on campus.''
Sophomores Susy (irunden
and Amy Uuthenberg join
junior I'aula I)iFrancesco to
fill the other spots
I irunden. Ill ,s top return-

ing player, looks to continue
her dominance after breaking
MAC records last year. She is
expected to lead the team in
low scores this season.
The
team
will
return from Texas on
Wednesday
morning
before leaving Thursday
for their next tournament in North Carolina.

The Falcons offensively were stagnant
in the first half, except
for a great build up
off a turnover, ending with a solid safe
by Akron keeper David
Meves on BG freshman
Ryan Comiskey.
Comiskey was the
catalyst of the BG
offense, having five of
the Falcons six overall
shots, three of his shots
being on goal.
Winning is the main
ambition even against
the No. 1 ranked team.
However, even with the
loss the Falcons take
various positives from
the game.
"We defended the
best team in the nation
for 65 minutes,'1 said
Coach Eric Nichols.
"We were able to create
some very good scoring
opportunities. Overall
I'm glad with the organization and the playmaking we showed."
"The positives we can
take from the game is
the way we held our own
when we were playing
against the best team
hands down, who controlled the majority of
possession,"
Nichols
said. "We had a game
plan and we're able to
perform that game plan
for the most part,"
The game leaves
the Zips with a record
of 3-0-0 (1-0-0 MidAmerican Conference)
and the Falcons 0-1-2
(0-1-0 MAC).
The Falcons resume
their season with a
pair of road-games
this week.
BG
will
play
Wednesday
against
Detroit and Valparaiso
Sunday.

J

IBARTENDING! up to $300/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 X174.

Employees needed to perform

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
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light production work w/ flex
hours. Must work at least t5 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
3GSU students work here, easy
walk from campus! Pay is
S7.30/tir. Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products,
Inc. 428 Clough St, BG, OH.
Exp. sitter w/ ref. in Perrysburg
home, Tues or Thurs. 7am-3pm,
Non-smoker Call 419-874-8818.

Ihr III. Ni-Hi, iiM-ivrt ill,- null! lo
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For Sale
S155 full size pillow top
mattress sat, (new) in plastic.
Call 419-707-2954.

Campus Events

;
j
i
j
j

THE BIGGEST POSTER SALEI
Biggest & Best selection Choose
from over 2000 different images
FINE ART, MUSIC, MOVIES,
MODELS, HUMOR, ANIMALS,
PERSONALITIES, LANDSCAPES. MOTIVATIONALS,
PHOTOGRAPHY MOST
IMAGES S7 S8 S $9 See us at
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Multi-Purpose Room 228,
Mon. Sept 13th-Frl Sept 17th,"t0.
THE HOURS ARE Bam - 6pm.
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
University Activities Organization.

New sofa, still in box, $275
Mlcroflber, lifetime warranty.

Call 419-897-9062

For Rent
"1,2 & 4BR avail 300 Merry St,
rooms low as S225/mo,
semester leases.next to campus,
419-3530325, 9-9

Brand new & updated!
1 & 2BH s great location,
laundry on-slte. $5l0-395/mo.

Call 419-354-6036

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout
Located across from Harshman
'Pop 'Snacks 'Tobacco
'Beer 'Wine 'Liquor "And More!
Check us out!
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
Happy Hour Mon-Fri. 4-8pml
Daily Specials'Big Screen TV's!
Yoga classes: Wood County
Educational Services Center.
1867 N Research Dr.

by the Meijer store.
Mon & Wed. 5:30pm-6:45pm
5 sessions • S60 or walk-ins SI 5.
Call to register: 419-354-9010

Medium sized 3BR house. W/D,

A/C, avail NOW! $700/mo ♦ utlls.
Call 419-601-3225
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* Reduced Rate in
September 2010 «
• Apartments Available *
# Semester Leases *
* Minutes from BGSU *

Help Wanted

• Pet friendly community *
• Heat included •

Anthony Wayne Lacrosse Club
looking for PT JV & varsity head
Sasst coaches for 2010-2011
Competitive wage For more info,
go to: awiacrosse com
Submit resumes to

CHI FOR SPECIALS!
Located al:
300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

isr

4i9-:t52-6:i:t>;

Clean Store - Free Wi-Fi - ATM - Open 24/7
Largest Dryer in Town - Air Conditioned
Wash and Dry in 1 Hour
www.LMARIES.com

